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Abstract

Initial mixing of viscous immiscible liquids occurs by stretching and folding of large blobs on a global scale; later stages are
controlled by repeated stretching, folding, breakup, and coalescence of individual 4laments or drops at local or homogeneous )ow
scales. There is little hope of accounting for every detail as the mixing process evolves from the initial to 4nal stages. Two models
are presented: the 4rst model (Mixing I) is suited for batch systems where decomposition into weak and strong )ow regions is
appropriate; the second model (Mixing II) is suited for continuous )ow systems and is intended to be used in conjunction with
a )uid mechanical model of the )ow. The models presented here use only the most important physics of the local processes
while making a connection between the overall global )ow and the local dominated processes. The models calculate changes
in morphology or drop size distribution due to changes in material and process parameters. Two aspects previously ignored are
highlighted: formation of satellite drops upon breakup and distributions of stretching leading to wide distributions of length scales.
Similar trends are obtained for both Mixing I and Mixing II models.

Results indicate that there is an exponential decrease in the volume average size with time (or distance along the mixer in the case
of a continuous mixer). The average drop size decreases with increase in drop viscosity or the dispersed phase viscosity and with
decrease in the interfacial tension. These results are in qualitative agreement with experimental data. The e8ect of reorientations in
the continuous mixer is found to accelerate the rate of dispersion, and about 4ve reorientations is found to be optimal. The spatial
distribution of average drop sizes obtained for Mixing II shows that larger drops are concentrated in the lower shear rate regions.
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1. Introduction

The basic goal in mixing viscous immiscible )uids is
to produce a mixture with a desired structure. The struc-
ture might be the morphology of a polymer blend or the
drop size distribution of an emulsion. It is this structure
which determines the 4nal properties (and value) of the
product, e.g. the rheology of shampoo or margarine in
the consumer goods industry or the impact strength of a
polymer blends in plastics manufacturing. Two links are
crucial to this understanding—how mixing determines the

structure and how the structure determines the proper-
ties. This work focuses on the link between process and
structure.

Let us 4rst consider a typical mixing process as it
progresses from large to small scales (Fig. 1). The
two materials are assumed to be Newtonian and liquid
throughout the entire process. [In the case of polymers,
the mixing process may start with unmelted solids and
proceed through a melting stage which has been shown
to have a signi4cant e8ect on morphology (Sundararaj,
Macosko, Rolando, & Chan, 1992); our viewpoint here,
is obviously simpli4ed.] In the beginning stages of mix-
ing, large masses of the dispersed phase, d, are embedded
in a continuous phase, c. The ratio of the viscosities of
the dispersed to continuous phase �d=�c is denoted p.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of mixing immiscible liquids as the mixing process evolves from the initial stages in which mixing is controlled by the
global properties of the )ow—interfacial tension is unimportant—until the 4nal stages in which the local processes of stretching, breakup, and
coalescence control mixing.

The large masses of )uids are stretched and folded over.
At this stage the capillary number, Ca, which is the ratio
of the viscous forces to interfacial forces, is very large;
therefore, interfacial forces do not play a signi4cant role.
As the process evolves, the capillary number decreases
and the extended blobs break into many smaller drops.
Concurrently, smaller drops begin to collide with each
other and may coalesce into larger drops, which may
in turn break again. The breakup and coalescence pro-
cesses compete against each other and it is the result of
this competition which determines the 4nal drop size
distribution or morphology.

The most common way to model the initial stages of
mixing is to numerically solve the Stokes equations for
the two phases. A number of methods, have been used
for this purpose; the volume of )uid method (Zhang
& Zumbrunnen, 1996; Chella & Viñals, 1996), mov-
ing mesh methods (Hyman, 1984), and the marker and
cell technique (Chakravarthy & Ottino, 1996). Level
set methods (Sussman et al., 1999), have not been used
for mixing applications but they are well suited for
this purpose as well. More recently, mapping methods
have been developed; it may be possible to extend this
methodology to multiphase systems as well (Wetzel &
Tucker, 1999; Anderson, 1999; Kruijt, 2000). All meth-
ods work reasonably well for the beginning of mixing
and each has its advantages depending on the problem
being solved. All the methodologies, however, encounter
computational limitations as the complexity of the prob-
lem increases. For example, the marker and cell tech-
nique involves placing marker particles at the interface
between the two )uids and advecting the particles with

the )ow. As the length of the interface grows, marker
particles must be added. In chaotic mixing, the stretching
is exponential and so is the memory growth needed to
track the growing interface. In addition, some of these
methods may encounter diMculties when abrupt changes
in the topology occur, such as in breakup or coalescence
events.

Due to these computational limitations, there is cur-
rently no hope of solving a mixing problem in full from
initial to 4nal stages using the aforementioned techniques.
A di8erent, possibly scaled-down approach is needed.
One possibility, zooming on the last stages of mixing, is to
focus on the individual local processes that make up mix-
ing: stretching, breakup, and coalescence. A great deal
is known about each of these local processes, however,
not every detail can be included or the model quickly be-
comes intractable. Therefore, the question becomes how
to combine the most important physics of these local pro-
cesses into a single tractable model.

A few attempts—for )uids and for solids—have
been made in this direction. Manas-Zloczower, Nir, and
Tadmor (1984) proposed a model for the dispersion of
carbon black in an elastomer. The model essentially con-
sists of repeatedly passing material through two zones;
a high shear zone in which breakup of the agglomerates
occurred and a low shear zone in which aggregation of
the solids occurred to form larger agglomerates. By suc-
cessively passing a distribution of solid particles through
these zones, a 4nal distribution of agglomerate sizes
could be determined. A similar approach, for blending of
highly viscous )uids, was taken by Janssen and Meijer
(1995) and Huneault, Shi, and Utracki (1995).
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2. Outline of this work

Two models are presented here: the 4rst model (de-
noted Mixing I and presented in Sections 5 and 6) is
suited for batch systems where decomposition into weak
and strong )ow regions is appropriate; the second model
(Mixing II, presented in Sections 7 and 8) is suited for
continuous )ow systems and is intended to be used in
conjunction with a )uid mechanical model of the )ow.
Model I augments the ideas presented by Janssen and
Meijer (1995). The basic idea is to divide the mixer into
two types of zones, strong and weak. The strong zone
accounts for any stretching and breakup during )ow that
occurs during mixing, while the weak zone accounts for
any coalescence and breakup that occurs at rest. Two
new aspects are included: the formation of satellite drops
and the distribution of stretching which arises in any real
)ow. In the Mixing II model, stretching and coalescence
occur simultaneously depending on the local )ow. Both
models allow for observation of changes in the drop size
distribution due to changes in material parameters (e.g.
viscosities and interfacial tension) and process parame-
ters (e.g. rotor speed in an internal mixer or )ow rate in
a continuous )ow mixer).

Section 3 brie)y discusses the nature of comparisons
between computations and experiments—an issue that
is central to the interpretation of the results presented
here—whereas Section 4 presents the necessary funda-
mentals that go into both models. The three local pro-
cesses; stretching, breakup, and coalescence, are brie)y
reviewed, highlighting the most important points (for a
more complete review of the fundamentals see Ottino, De
Roussel, Hansen, & Khakhar, 2000). Section 5 presents
the basic computational procedure of Mixing I along with
an application of the model to an idealized Banbury mixer
(Sections 6 and 7). Sections 8 and 9 present the Mix-
ing II model and its application to an idealized extruder.
Section 10 concludes the paper by presenting results from
both models and comparing trends, where possible, to
experimental data from the literature.

3. Comparisons---computations=experiments

The goal of this work is to obtain an understanding
of how di8erent parameters in the processing step a8ect
the 4nal structure of a mixture. This understanding may
be gained through computations and=or experiments and
the results must be compared against each other. Com-
putational predictions can be broken into three groups;
(i) those which agree with experiments, (ii) those which
disagree with experiments, and (iii) those with no com-
parable or companion experiments. Group (i) lends va-
lidity to the model, whereas (ii) and (iii) can potentially
produce a higher level of understanding.

Comparisons which show disagreement between com-
putations and experiments can often be reconciled either
by looking at experiments from a di8erent viewpoint or
realizing that there is a fundamental piece of physics miss-
ing from the model. Resolving seemingly contradictory
trends is what furthers understanding. Both, examples of
using the models to help clarify experimental results and
using experiments to suggest missing elements from the
models are given in the results section.

Due to the )exibility of computations, a larger
number of observations can be made using models
rather than experiments. Therefore, some computa-
tional predictions may not have comparable experi-
mental counterparts. Computations can therefore be
used to probe unexplored areas of parameter space
and suggest novel processing steps that may lead to
desired properties in the 4nal product. In this way
computations can be used to guide experiments; an
example of this, overemulsi4cation, is given in a
follow up paper (DeRoussel, Khakhar, & Ottino,
2001).

4. Fundamentals

4.1. Stretching of a drop

The degree of deformation and whether or not a drop
breaks in a homogeneous )ow is determined by the cap-
illary number Ca, the viscosity ratio p, the )ow type,
and the initial drop shape and orientation. If Ca is less
than a critical value, Cacrit, the initially spherical drop
is deformed into a stable ellipsoid. If Ca is greater than
Cacrit, a stable drop shape does not exist, and the drop is
continually stretched until it breaks. All of the informa-
tion, experiments and theory, known about the stability
of a drop in a linear )ow can be summarized in a plot
Cacrit vs. p, possibly with the )ow type as a parameter
(this was 4rst obtained by Taylor, 1934). The 4rst step
in the model is to check if a drop will be deformed. It
is important to stress that Cacrit only gives the maximum
size drop that is stable in a given ;ow, but does not say
anything about the drop sizes produced upon breakup.

For Cacrit ¡Ca¡
Cacrit—with 
∼2 for simple shear
)ow and 
∼5 for elongational )ow—stretching pro-
ceeds slowly (Janssen, 1993; Elemans, Bos, Janssen, &
Meijer, 1993). For Ca¿
Cacrit, the drop undergoes
aMne deformation in which the drop acts as a material
element and is stretched into an extended cylindrical
thread (this is apparent in the agreement between the
computations and the experimental results of Tjahjadi &
Ottino, 1991; see Fig. 6 in that paper).

4.2. Stretching and reorientations

Once the drop is deformed aMnely, the stretching rate
and not the local shear rate determines the amount of
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distributive mixing. Simple shear )ows give linear
stretching and elongational )ows give exponential
stretching, however, it is diMcult to achieve a sustained
elongational )ow in a practical mixer. The stretching
rate in shear )ows can be increased by incorporating
periodic reorientations in the )ow. The basic idea is to
divide the )ow into shorter sections with reorientations
between each section. Consider an example. If a drop
with a radius of 1000 �m is put through a total shear
of 300 (�̇=50 s−1 for 6 s), the length scale is reduced
to 60 �m. If a reorientation is added after every 2 s, the
length scale is reduced from 1000 to 1 �m. To get this
same reduction without reorientation would take approx-
imately 5:5 h, which is clearly longer than any practical
mixing process should take. This idea is exploited in the
example used in the Mixing II model.

The e8ect of reorientations—ubiquitous in mixing—
must be taken into account. In complex )ows, such as
chaotic )ows, as a )uid element travels through di8er-
ent regions of the )ow, it experiences di8erent amounts
of stretching. If an assembly of )uid elements is consid-
ered at a given time, a distribution of stretching values
is seen. One way to include this aspect is via stretching
distributions (Muzzio, Swanson, & Ottino, 1992) which
is the approach used in the Mixing II.

4.3. Breakup of drops

There are several possible mechanisms of drop de-
formation and breakup (for in depth reviews of breakup
see Stone, 1994; Rallison, 1984; Acrivos, 1983; Eggers,
1997). For the types of )ows considered here, the most
important mechanism is capillary instability; in real-
ity, however, more than one mechanism of breakup
may be present. For example, close examination of the
controlled mixing experiments pictures from Tjahjadi
and Ottino (1991) shows the presence of three of the
breakup mechanisms—necking, end-pinching, and cap-
illary instabilities—as well as fold breakup, which is
absent in homogeneous )ows (Zhang, Zumbrunnen, &
Liu, 1998). All mechanisms can be observed on dif-
ferent portions of the same extended thread, but cap-
illary instabilities are dominant in mixing in polymer
processing equipment (Meijer, Lemstra, & Elemans,
1988).

As discussed earlier, when Ca¿
Cacrit a drop is
stretched aMnely and becomes a highly extended thread.
The extended thread is unstable to minor disturbances
and will eventually disintegrate into a number of large
drops with smaller satellite drops between the large
drops. The time for breakup of a thread—an important
parameter in the model that must be calculated—depends
on whether the thread is at rest or being stretched.
For the case of a thread at rest, the initial growth
of a disturbance can be relatively well characterized

by linear stability theory (Tomotika, 1935). However,
the behavior eventually becomes non-linear which leads
to the formation of the smaller satellite drops (Tjahjadi,
Stone, & Ottino, 1992). Although linear stability the-
ory does not predict the correct number and size of
drops, the time for breakup, tbreak, is reasonably es-
timated by the time for the fastest growing distur-
bance to reach half the average radius (Tomotika,
1935)

tbreak =
2�cR0

��m
ln
(

0:82R0

�0

)
; (4.1)

where �c is the viscosity of the continuous phase, �
is the interfacial tension, �m is the non-dimensional
growth rate which is a unique function of viscosity
ratio and wavelength of the dominant disturbance, R0

is the radius of the undisturbed thread, and �0 is the
initial amplitude of the disturbance. Kuhn (1953) esti-
mated �0 to be 10−9 m based on thermal )uctuations;
Mikami, Cox, and Mason (1975) adopt a higher value
(10−8–10−7 m).

The distribution of drops produced upon breakup is
dependent on the viscosity of the dispersed and continu-
ous phases. Tjahjadi et al. (1992) examined the e8ect of
varying the dispersed phase viscosity; they showed that
the number of satellite drops increases as the dispersed
phase viscosity decreases.

For the case of a thread breaking during )ow, the anal-
ysis is complicated by the wavelength of each disturbance
being stretched by the )ow. This case was considered by
Mikami et al. (1975), Khakhar and Ottino (1987) and
Van Puyvelde, Yang, Mewis, and Moldenaers (2000).
Mikami et al. (1975) and Khakhar and Ottino (1987)
present a numerical scheme for determining tgrow, which
is the time for the dominant disturbance to grow from
�0 to an amplitude equal to the average thread radius.
The total breakup time, tbreak, is the sum of tgrow and tcrit,
where tcrit is the time to reach Rcrit from R0. The value of
Rcrit also comes out of the numerical scheme for calcu-
lating tgrow. Tjahjadi and Ottino (1991) used the numeri-
cal schemes for calculating Rcrit and 4t the results to the
following equation:

Rcrit ≈ (37:8 ± 3:8)10−6e−0:89
� p−0:44

(
102�
�c�̇

)�
; (4.2)

where 0:84¡�¡ 0:92 for 10−3 ¡p¡ 102, e� is the
mixing eMciency, and the units of the terms �=�c�̇ and
Rcrit are meters. The mixing eMciency e� is de4ned as

e� =
D : mm

(D : D)1=2 ; (4.3)

where m is the orientation and D= 1
2[∇u + (∇u)T]

with u being the velocity 4eld (Ottino, 1989).
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4.4. Coalescence of drops

As the process evolves drops begin to collide with each
other and may coalesce. Coalescence is commonly pic-
tured as consisting of three sequential steps; approach,
drainage, and rupture. In reality, these three steps overlap
somewhat. This view, however, provides a convenient
way to model coalescence while capturing the most im-
portant physics. The most common approach in modeling
collision is to use Smoluchowski’s theory (see, for ex-
ample Levich, 1962). This theory predicts the collision
frequency, !, for randomly distributed rigid spheres of
equal size in simple shear )ows without hydrodynamic
interactions

!=
4�̇�n
�

: (4.4)

Here � is the volume fraction and n is the number of
drops per unit volume. Eq. (4.4) gives at best an order of
magnitude estimate for the collision frequency. However,
it is important to note that, with the assumptions listed
above, the collision frequency only varies by 5% for )ows
spanning from pure shear to pure elongation (Ottino et
al., 2000). Therefore, we use Eq. (4.4) in the model to
estimate the collision frequency of drops.

Once a collision occurs, the continuous liquid between
the drops is squeezed into a 4lm. As the drops are con-
tinually pushed together by the external )ow 4eld, the
drops rotate as a dumbbell and the 4lm drains. We use
the approach of Chesters (1991) to model 4lm drainage.
The rate of drainage or approach, dh=dt, of the two drops
separated by a distance h, is determined by the rigidity
and mobility of the interface (the mobility of the interface
depends on the viscosity ratio and determines the type of
)ow occurring during 4lm drainage; the rigidity of the
interface is a function of the interfacial tension and deter-
mines the amount a drop )attens during 4lm drainage).
Fig. 2 shows di8erent expressions for dh=dt for various
regimes.

The required time for complete 4lm drainage is given
by integrating the equations for dh=dt from h0, the initial
4lm thickness, to hcrit, the critical 4lm thickness at which
4lm drainage ends and rupture begins. The initial 4lm
thickness, h0, is determined by setting dh=dt equal to the
approach velocity at large separations. The driving force
behind 4lm drainage is not constant. The force varies
as the drop doublet rotates according to the following
equations (Allan & Mason, 1962):

F =4:34��cR2
0�̇ sin 2�; (4.5)

d�
dt

= − �̇(0:8 cos2 �+ 0:2 sin2 �); (4.6)

where � is the collision angle (de4ned as the angle be-
tween the line tangent to the streamline on which a drop
is moving and the line connecting the drop centers). The

Fig. 2. Rate of drainage of the continuous 4lm between two drops,
dh=dt, is determined by the rigidity and mobility of the drops.

drainage time is obtained by integrating Eqs. (4.5) and
(4.6) with the suitable equation of the set shown in Fig. 2.

Roughly speaking, if the mirror image of the initial
collision angle is reached before the 4lm thins to hcrit,
the drops separate from each other. However, if hcrit is
reached before then, the 4lm ruptures and the drops coa-
lesce. Rupturing of the 4lm occurs when van der Waals
forces become comparable to the driving force of 4lm
drainage. This generally occurs at thin spots, because van
der Waals forces are inversely proportional to h4 (Ver-
wey & Overbeek, 1948). In general, the hole formation
and rupture process occur on a much faster time scale
than the 4lm drainage. Coalescence is assumed to occur
when hcrit is reached

hcrit =
(
AR
8��

)1=3

; (4.7)

where A is the Hamaker constant with a typical value of
10−20 J.

5. Mixing I: foundations and limitations

Let us now describe one way to integrate the elements
described above into a single model. The basic idea of
the Mixing I model is to divide a mixer into two typical
types of zones, “strong” and “weak”. In strong zone
regions there is stretching and, possibly, breakup during
stretching and in weak zone regions there is coalescence
and breakup at rest. Exactly how the mixer is divided
into zones depends upon the mixer—an example is given
in Section 6. Once the “architecture” of the model is de-
termined, an initial distribution of drops and=or threads is
split into two parts (Fig. 3). One part of the distribution
is sent to the weak zone and the other is sent to the strong
zone. The distributions are passed through the zones
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Fig. 3. Basic architecture of the Mixing I model.

Fig. 4. Schematic of the computational procedure used in the Mixing
I model for the strong zone.

and evolved according to the fundamentals outlined in
Section 4.

5.1. Strong zones

The strong zone represents the regions of the mixer in
which stretching and breakup during )ow occurs. Dis-
tributions are generated by means of sub-zones; each
sub-zone is characterized by its own stretching rate, shear
rate, and residence time. Incoming drops to each sub-zone
are checked to see if they can be deformed (Fig. 4)

Ca¿
Cacrit : (5.1)

If this criterion is not met, the drop passes through the
strong zone undisturbed. If this criterion is met and
�s ¡ tbreak, the drop is stretched into a thread according to

L=2R0 exp(�̇�s); R=R0 exp(−�̇�s); (5.1,5.2)

where �s is the residence time in the strong zone and
�̇ is the stretching rate. The time for the drop to break
under )ow is calculated from tbreak = tcrit + tgrow, where
tcrit is found using Eq. (4.2) and tgrow is estimated by
tgrow =1:4=�̇ (Janssen & Meijer, 1995). If the drop is
able to break in the time allowed, �s¿ tbreak, the drop
is replaced by the corresponding distribution of drops
produced upon breakup. No work appears to have been
reported on the distribution of drops produced for ex-
tended threads breaking during )ow. Therefore, the

same distribution of satellite drops is used for both
breakup during )ow and breakup at rest. These drops
are subsequently checked to see if they can be fur-
ther stretched and broken, however, these drops only
have time �s − tbreak left in the strong zone. The same
procedure is followed for each thread present, ex-
cept the criterion for deformation does not have to be
checked.

To account for the increase in viscous forces on a given
drop due to the presence of surrounding drops relative to
the viscous forces on a single drop surrounded by a pure
continuous )uid, an e8ective viscosity is used in place
of the continuous phase viscosity. The e8ective viscos-
ity, �c;e8 , is only used in the deformation and stretching
of drops and threads, but not in the 4lm drainage stage
where the presence of nearby drops is not necessarily felt.
Following the approach of Janssen and Meijer (1995),
we use a modi4ed version of the Krieger and Dougherty
(1959) equation,

�c;e8 =�c

(
1 − �

�m

)−2:5�m((p+0:4)=(p+1))

; (5.3)

where �m is the maximum packing density, which is a
function of viscosity ratio and interfacial tension. Janssen
and Meijer used a value of �m =0:8, which was based
on a value close to 1 − �perc where �perc∼0:156 is the
percolation threshold.

5.2. Weak zones

The weak zone represents the regions of the mixer
where coalescence and breakup at rest occurs. As in the
strong zone, the weak zone is divided into sub-zones to
allow for a distribution of shear rates and residence times.
The incoming distribution is split into parts and each part
is sent to a separate sub-zone. Each sub-zone is stepped
through in time, where the time step is 1=!. At each time
step the following steps are carried out (Fig. 5):

• Two drops are chosen at random from the drop array
and placed in a collision array along with the time
the collision occurred and the interaction (drainage or
separation) time for these two particular drops, where
the interaction time is calculated by integrating the
suitable equations in Fig. 2.

• Each thread in the thread array is checked to see if it
has been at rest long enough for breakup due to cap-
illary instabilities to occur (see Eq. (4.1)). If enough
time has elapsed for the thread to break, the thread is
removed from the thread array and the corresponding
distribution of drops is placed in the drop array. The
distribution of drops used is based on the data given
in Tjahjadi et al. (1992).

• The collision array is checked to see if any of the
previous collisions have been interacting long enough
for the 4lm to drain to hcrit (see Eqs. (4.5–4.7)). If
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the computational procedure used in the Mixing
I model for the weak zone.

this is the case, the two drops are removed from the
collision array and a newly formed drop is placed in
the drop array. However, if the mirror image of the
initial collision angle is reached before the 4lm thins
to hcrit, then the two drops are separated and placed
back in the drop array.

When the time in the weak zone reaches the residence
time, all the drops in the collision array are separated and
placed back in the drop array.

5.3. Limitations

The utility of the above computational procedure is
limited by considerations of CPU time and computer
memory. Using the above procedure requires that each
individual drop and thread be tracked, which uses large
amounts of memory. Consider a simulation with an initial
condition of 1000 drops with an average size of 1000 �m.
If the average size is reduced to 1 �m during the mixing
process, then the total number of drops is 1012. Assum-
ing double precision variables are used (16 bytes each,
this simulation would require less than 1 MB of memory
initially, but 3× 107 MB at the end. Also, if each drop is
checked for deformation and each thread is checked for
breakup the required CPU time quickly becomes unfeasi-
ble. To avoid this diMculty, the distribution of drops and
threads is discretized and only the number of drops and

total length of threads of a given discrete size are tracked
(Janssen & Meijer (1995) used the same approach).

A second problem occurs in the weak zone. For each
collision, the suitable equations from Fig. 2 must be nu-
merically integrated and extra memory must be allocated
to keep track of how long the drops will interact with
each other and the size of the drops generated. The num-
ber of collisions depends on the number of drops present.
As mixing progresses and the number of drops increase,
so does the number of collisions. Therefore, the required
CPU time and computer memory quickly grows. Typi-
cal memory requirements to track collisions begin at less
than 1 MB and increase to about 106 MB by the end of a
simulation.

In order to avoid this problem, at the beginning of the
weak zone, the number of drops is checked to see if a
maximum limit has been exceeded. If this limit is ex-
ceeded, then the population of drops is “diluted”—that
is, a representative sample of the overall distribution is
chosen at random. The shape of the sample distribution
is the same as that of the original distribution although
the number of drops is reduced. It is the shape of the dis-
tribution that determines the accuracy. The coalescence
routine is performed on this smaller distribution. At the
end of the weak zone, the distribution is magni4ed so that
volume is conserved.

6. Mixing I example: mixing in an idealized Banbury
mixer

Internal batch mixers seem to be prime candidates for
the strong–weak )ow approach; regions of high shear be-
tween the wall and rotor and the regions of relatively low
shear between the rotors. Rather than a full numerical
simulation of the mixer using a )ow simulation package,
such as FIDAP, let us consider an idealized version of
the mixer where all the necessary parameters (shear rate,
stretching rates, and residence times) can be easily esti-
mated. This allows us to focus on the dispersion aspects
of the problem rather than the )ow simulation and all the
complications that go along with it. It should be noted,
however, that complete )ow simulations could be added
later.

Consider an idealized Banbury mixer, where the strong
zone is taken to be a small region around where the tip
of the rotor approaches the wall and the weak zone is
everywhere else (Fig. 6). The shear rate and residence
time in the weak zone are estimated as

�̇weak =
2�� XR

X!
; �weak =

Vweak

q
; (6.4,6.5)

where XR is the average radial distance from the center to
the edge of the rotor, X! is the average gap between the
wall and the rotor, � is the rotation rate of the rotor, q
is the )ow rate through the strong zone, and Vweak is the
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Fig. 6. (a) Banbury internal mixer. De4nition of the parameters for
(b) the strong and (c) the weak zone.

volume of the weak zone. The shear rate and residence
time in the strong zone are estimated as

�̇strong =
2��R
!

; �strong =
Vstrong

q
; (6.6,6.7)

where R is the distance from the center to the tip of the
rotor, ! is the gap between the rotor tip and wall, and
Vstrong is the volume of the strong zone.

The stretching rate in the strong zone is based on
stretching calculations of Avalosse and Crochet (1997).
They analyzed mixing in three 2D mixers: “three di8erent
systems—” single cam, corotating twin cam, and counter
rotating twin cam. The )ow was numerically solved and
particle advection simulations were used to determine the
stretching throughout the )ow. Their results show that
the length stretch increases exponentially with the num-
ber of rotations, i.e. �=exp(2��t$), where 2��t gives
the number of rotations and $ is constant obtained form
the numerical results. Therefore, the stretching rate is
given by

�̇=2��$: (6.8)

We use the case of corotating twin cams here.
The above approximations give a single value for res-

idence times and shear rates. In order to produce a dis-
tribution, as a 4rst approximation, the above values are
assumed to be the mean value of normal distributions of
shear rates and residence times. The parameters for each
sub-zone are based on these distributions.

Fig. 7. Typical results from the Mixing I model applied to
a Banbury mixer. The volume average size of the dispersed
phase is plotted versus the number of cycles through the zones.
The actual distribution and vertical dashed lines representing
the variance of the distribution at that point are also plot-
ted (�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 5 × 10−3 N=m; �= 0:05, and
�= 50 RPM).

7. Mixing I: results and discussion

A typical simulation begins with splitting an initial dis-
tribution of drops into two parts and feeding them to the
strong zone and to the weak zone. This distribution of
drops is run through the computational procedure out-
lined in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. After each cycle (a sin-
gle pass through both a strong and weak zone), the new
distribution of drops is written to a 4le. The simulation
continues until a steady state is reached.

In Figs. 7 and 8 the volume average and number aver-
age sizes are plotted versus the number of zones through
which the distribution has been cycled, which is equiva-
lent to time in the case of the Banbury mixer. Also shown
is the standard deviation of the distribution—represented
as the vertical dashed lines—and the actual distribution
initially and after every 200 cycles through the strong and
weak zones.

The averages and standard deviations of the drop size
distribution are de4ned as

Number: XRn =
N∑
i=1

niRi; �n =

[
N∑
i=1

ni(Ri − XRn)2

]1=2

;

(7.1,7.2)

Volume: XR� =
N∑
i=1

�iRi; �� =

[
N∑
i=1

�i(Ri − XR�)2

]1=2

;

(7.3,7.4)

where ni and �i are the number fraction and volume frac-
tion of drops of size i. For the remainder of the paper, the
terms average size and standard deviation refer to both
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Fig. 8. Number average size of the dispersed phase is plotted versus
the number of cycles through the zones. Same conditions as Fig. 7.

the number and volume based averages and standard de-
viations, unless explicitly stated that it is one or the other.

Consider the example illustrated in Fig. 7. Initially,
XR� is approximately 100 �m. Once mixing begins XR� de-
creases exponentially as stretching and breakup dominate
the process. As the size of the drops is reduced, coales-
cence begins to play a role and the average size levels o8
to a 4nal value around 1 �m. At this point a dynamic equi-
librium exists between stretching and breakup decreasing
the average size and coalescence increasing the average
size. The number average size shows a somewhat di8er-
ent behavior (Fig. 8). Shortly after mixing begins there is
a sharp decrease in XRn. This is where the 4rst extended 4l-
ament breaks into drops. After this breakup event occurs
there are a large number of very small drops relative to
the number of large drops. It is the large number of small
drops which dominates XRn. The volume average size, XR�,
does not go through this sharp decrease, because at this
point it is dominated by the small number of large drops.
Towards the end of mixing, XRn levels o8 to a 4nal value
as the dynamic equilibrium is established.

XR� and XRn are not the only averages. Another common
average size, especially in the emulsion literature, is the
Sauter mean diameter given by

RSauter =
∑

i 4�R
3
i =3∑

i 4�R
2
i
; (7.5)

where the sum is over all drops present. In fact, an in4nite
number of averages may be de4ned; the choice depends
on the particular application. For example, if mass trans-
fer between the phases is important, an average weighted
by interfacial area would be the relevant average. It is
important to remember, however, that di8erent averages
may display di8erent behaviors, as demonstrated in Figs.
7 and 8. Therefore, it should be clearly stated to which
average reference is being made. A few comments about
the shape of the distributions should be made as well.
In Fig. 7, the standard deviation is shown as the dashed

Fig. 9. Average size of the dispersed in a polymer blends made in
Banbury mixers (—•— Favis & Chalifoux, 1987; — — Schreiber
& Olguin, 1983; —×— Tokita, 1976).

vertical lines. Notice that for in the number based case
(Fig. 8) the lines below the average go o8 the scale, be-
cause the standard deviation is greater than the average.
This is due to the distributions being skewed to the left. It
is therefore apparent that the shape of the distribution is
not completely characterized by the standard deviation.
A more complete analysis requires other measures such
as skewness and kurtosis.

A 4nal issue is the role of randomness in the simula-
tions. This arises due to the random selection of drops in
the computational procedure for the weak zone in and the
randomness in splitting the distribution which are sent
to the strong and weak zone. These e8ects are, however,
small. Consider a typical example: 10 simulations with
the same set of parameters as those used for Fig. 7. These
simulations give an average size of 0:96 �m with a stan-
dard deviation of 3:2× 10−3 �m. It is apparent that there
is a high degree of reproducibility in the simulations.

7.1. Viscosities

Fig. 9 shows three sets of experimental data obtained
from the literature corresponding to a polymer blend pro-
duced in a Banbury mixer (Favis & Chalifoux, 1987;
Schreiber & Olguin, 1983; Tokita, 1976). As is standard
practice we plot the average size of the dispersed phase
versus viscosity ratio. These data appear to show that the
average size goes through a minimum as viscosity ratio
is increased, and this seems to correspond to the trends
of the classical Ca versus p plots. However, this is mis-
leading.

Dimensional analysis shows that the actual values of
both viscosities are important, rather than just the ratio
of the two. In addition, these experiments have many
other factors a8ecting the results, such as melting and
elasticity. Sundararaj et al. (1992) have shown that a
signi4cant part of the size reduction in blending polymers
occurs during the melting stage. Also, experiments from
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Fig. 10. Average size of the dispersed phase in a mixture of two
immiscible Newtonian liquids in a controlled chaotic )ow. Data from
Tjajhadi and Ottino (1991). The experiment was done in a journal
bearing apparatus at low volume fraction to avoid coalescence.

Sundararaj and Macosko (1995) show that the size of
the dispersed phase may go through a minimum as rotor
speed is increased. This behavior is attributed to elasticity
acting as an additional restoring force on a drop. To get
a better understanding of the role viscosities play in the
mixing process it is convenient to consider a more basic
experiment that is free from these extra factors.

Tjahjadi and Ottino (1991) conducted “pure breakup”
experiments of Newtonian )uids (at very low volume
fraction such that coalescence was negligible) in a journal
bearing apparatus producing a controlled chaotic )ow. In
these experiments, a single continuous phase was kept
constant and the dispersed phase was varied (Fig. 10).
As the viscosity of the dispersed phase was increased, the
average size decreased showing no minimum. The only
variable in these experiments was the dispersed phase
viscosity, so the extra factors present in the Banbury
experiments were eliminated (however, the interfacial
tension, which we assumed remained constant, was not
measured).

This trend was examined with the Mixing I model
(Fig. 11). When either viscosity was increased and the
other was held constant, the volume average size de-
creased (Fig. 11a and b). This is in line with the results of
Tjahjadi and Ottino (1991) (even though the )ow 4elds
are manifestly di8erent). If the data from Fig. 11a and
b are combined to examine the trend with viscosity ra-
tio, the data becomes ambiguous—for a given viscosity
ratio in4nitely many di8erent sizes are possible depend-
ing on the values of each individual viscosity (Fig. 12).
The trends are the same if XRn is considered, except XRn is
not as sensitive to �d. These trends can be explained by
examining the roles of the local processes of stretching,
breakup, and coalescence.

• Stretching: Increasing the continuous phase viscosity
increases the viscous forces that act to deform a drop.
Therefore, smaller drops can be deformed in a given

Fig. 11. Results from the Mixing I model for trends in volume
average size of dispersed phase as viscosity is varied. Each line in (a)
and (b) is for a constant dispersed and continuous phase viscosity,
respectively. The arrows point in the direction of increasing viscosity
(�c; �d = 1; 10; 100, and 1000 Pa s; �= 5×10−3 N=m; �= 0:05, and
�= 50 RPM).

Fig. 12. The drop size data of Fig. 11 becomes ambiguous when
plotted versus viscosity ratio. The solid and dashed lines repre-
sent constant dispersed and continuous phase viscosities, respec-
tively, and the arrows point in the direction of decreasing viscosity
(�= 5 × 10−3 N=m; �= 0:05, and �= 50 RPM).
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Fig. 13. Results from the Mixing I model for the trend in average
size of the dispersed phase as interfacial tension is varied (—•—
volume average size and —×— number average size). The vertical
dashed lines represent the width of the distribution at that point
(�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 0:05, and �= 50 RPM).

)ow. However, the e8ect of Cacrit must also be consid-
ered. Cacrit may increase or decrease as the viscosities
are changed depending on the viscosity ratio.

• Breakup: As either viscosity is raised breakup will be
delayed. Therefore, the extended thread will be avail-
able for more stretching before breakup, which will
result in smaller drops upon breakup.

• Coalescence: As either viscosity is raised the rate of
4lm drainage decreases. Therefore, in a given amount
of time, the maximum size drop which can coalesce
decreases. This leads to smaller 4nal drop sizes.

7.2. Interfacial tension

Simulations were done varying the interfacial tension
and observing the changes in the drop distribution (Fig.
13). The average size increases with increasing interfa-
cial tension, while the width of the distribution appears to
be una8ected. The trend in the average size agrees with
experiments from the literature (Wu, 1987; Plochocki,
Dagli, & Andrews, 1990), however, there are no experi-
mental data to compare with the width of the distribution.
Based on the local processes, explanation of this trend is
as follows:

• Stretching: Increased interfacial tension causes a de-
crease in Ca while Cacrit remains constant. Therefore,
an increase occurs for the minimum size drop that can
be deformed in a given )ow.

• Breakup: Increased interfacial tension results in a de-
crease in the time to breakup a given size thread.
Therefore, larger threads can break in a given amount
of time producing larger drops.

• Coalescence: Increased interfacial tension produces a
more rigid drop. More rigid drops will not )atten as
much during coalescence, so there is less 4lm to drain

Fig. 14. Results from the Mixing I model (—•—) and experimental
data (— — Tokita, 1976 and —×— Favis & Chalifoux, 1988) for
the trend in average size of the dispersed phase as volume fraction is
varied. The vertical dashed lines represent the width of the distribution
at that point (�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 5 × 10−3 N=m, and
�= 50 RPM).

before rupture. A thinner 4lm means less drainage
time, so larger drops can coalesce in a given amount
of time.

7.3. Volume fraction

It is generally accepted that an increase in the volume
fraction of the dispersed phase will result in a larger aver-
age size of the dispersed phase. Two sets of experimental
data (Tokita, 1976; Favis & Chalifoux, 1988) displaying
this trend are shown in Fig. 14. However, when simula-
tions were run at di8erent volume fractions, the average
size was virtually una8ected.

The trend (or lack thereof) from the simulations can
be explained as follows:

• Stretching: Increasing the volume fraction produces
an increase in the e8ective viscosity of the continu-
ous phase. Due to this increase in e8ective viscosity
smaller drops can be deformed in a given )ow, which
gives a smaller average drop size.

• Coalescence: Increasing the volume fraction produces
an increase in the collision frequency. This in turn
increases the number of coalescence events and results
in a larger average size.

Because there is a disagreement between clear exper-
iments and the simulations, it is apparent that there are
certain key aspects missing from the model. In the model,
the value for hcrit is taken to be a function of � and R only.
However, hcrit may also be dependent on �, as suggested
by Minale, Moldenaers, and Mewis (1997).

Another possibility is the e8ect nearby drops and
threads have on the breakup process. Breakup of an iso-
lated thread is caused by thermal )uctuations creating
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disturbances on the surface of the thread that grow and
eventually cause breakup. However, if nearby drops and
threads create disturbances with di8erent wavelengths
and amplitudes, the distribution of drops produced upon
breakup will be di8erent from the case of an isolated
thread. The sensitivity of the distribution of drops pro-
duced from a breakup event to the initial wavelength of
the critical disturbance is considered by Tjahjadi et al.
(1992). The value for �0 in the simulation was taken
to be a constant value of 10−9 m (Kuhn, 1953). If the
disturbances are larger than that caused by thermal )uc-
tuations, breakup will occur sooner (Tomotika’s result)
and produce larger drops. One possibility is that as the
volume fraction of the dispersed phase is increased,
the probability of a breakup event being in)uenced by
nearby drops increases simply because more drops are
present. A nice illustration of the in)uence of nearby
threads on the breakup process is reported by Elemans,
van Wunnik, and van Dam (1997). Their experiments
show adjacent threads of nylon 6 in a polystyrene matrix
breaking at rest. As the breakup process proceeds, the
in)uence of nearby threads is apparent by the fact that
the wavy surfaces of the threads are perfectly nested.

8. Mixing II: foundations and computational procedure

The Mixing I model is based on conceptually dividing
a mixer into strong and weak zones. For a mixer such as a
Banbury mixer, this approach works well; the tips of the
rotor are taken as the strong zone and everywhere else is
the weak zone. However, not all mixers allow for such
a clear distinction. A second disadvantage of the Mixing
I model is it does not capture distributive mixing. Fig.
15 exempli4es the possible problems. The 4gure shows
an experiment in which a dispersed oil phase )oats on
a continuous phase of glycerine in a journal bearing ap-
paratus (Swanson & Ottino, 1990). The initial condition
(Fig. 15a) is a single large blob of the dispersed )uid. As
mixing proceeds, the blob is stretched and broken into
small drops (Fig. 15b and c) very much along the lines of
the conceptual picture of Fig. 1. The steady-state result is
shown in Fig. 15d, which shows a bimodal distribution of
drops—one large drop and many small drops. Applying
the Mixing I model for this case would (perhaps) predict
the existence of a bimodal distribution (dispersive mix-
ing), but it would not give any information about where
the drops are in the mixer (distributive mixing).

Mixing II is not based on dividing mixers into zones, so
it is applicable to a broader range of mixers. It uses par-
ticle advection simulations to obtain information about
stretching rates, shear rates, and residence times through-
out the mixer. The disadvantage, however, is that it re-
quires substantially more computational power. At the
moment of this research (ca. 1998) a typical simulation
using Mixing I takes less than a day, whereas for Mixing

Fig. 15. Two-dimensional chaotic mixing experiments with colored
silicone oil )oating on glycerine. (a) Initial con4guration, (b) and
(c) intermediate con4gurations (d) 4nal con4guration.

II takes about a week. [These times correspond to simu-
lations on an SGI Indigo2 with a 200 MHz R4400 pro-
cessor and 384 MB of RAM (Spec Int 95=3:5 and Spec
FP 95=3).]

8.1. Computational procedure

The coupling between local and global scales is
obtained via particle advection simulations. Input
information—stretching rates, shear rates, etc.—along
with material parameters and initial conditions, yields as
output the 4nal drop distribution.

Consider, for example, an ideal single screw extruder,
one described in terms of an approximate analytical so-
lution. This signi4cantly reduces the computational com-
plexity of the particle advection step, thereby allowing
the emphasis to be placed on the mixing aspects, rather
than on the )uid mechanics. The )ow is modeled by us-
ing the classical approximation (see for example Tadmor
& Gogos, 1979) of unwinding the screw channel from
the root of the screw (Fig. 16). The )ow is viewed as
)ow through a straight channel with the top of the chan-
nel moving diagonally and a pressure )ow in the negative
z direction. The cross channel )ow is modeled using the
approach of Chella and Ottino (1985); obviously, several
other approximations may be used. [Note that in describ-
ing the axial distance traveled in the above )ow, there
are two choices. The 4rst is in the direction parallel with
the axis of the screw (zscrew) and the second is the helical
axis, which is the z-axis of the unwound channel (zchan).
These are related by zchannel = zscrew sin (, where ( is the
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Fig. 16. The )ow in a single screw extruder can be broken into a
cross-channel and down-channel )ow. Adding a second )ight which
extends the entire depth of the channel can be modeled by treating
each side of the second )ight as a separate channel.

helix angle. The length of extruders is commonly given
in terms of a length to diameter ratio, where the length is
measured parallel to the screw axis. This convention is
followed here.]

The mixing is this )ow is poor. The system is an exam-
ple of a so-called duct )ow, and therefore the stretching
is linear (Franjione & Ottino, 1991). Improvements are
possible. The partitioned pipe mixer (PPM) (Khakhar,
Franjione, & Ottino, 1987) and ba>ed cavity (Jana, Tjah-
jadi, & Ottino, 1994) use changes in geometry to provide
reorientations of the )ow to generate exponential stretch-
ing. This e8ect can be created in our case by placing a
second )ight on the screw. In our idealized example, the
second )ight extends the full depth of the channel, so
that the channel is divided into two smaller channels, and
periodically changes position, as illustrated in bottom of
Fig. 16. Fully developed )ow is assumed in each of the
two separate channels. Even though this is an idealized
)ow, the same principle may be used in practice [Tjahjadi
& Foster (1996) and Jana, Scott, & Sundararaj (2000)—
these extruders use a second )ight which does not extend
to the top of the channel and continually changes posi-
tion].

8.2. Particle advection

The particle advection simulations are carried out using
the same procedure used by developed by Swanson and
Ottino (1990) and used by Hobbs and Muzzio (1997) for

Fig. 17. Sketch of the particle advection simulations.

modeling mixing in the Kenics static mixer. Points are
placed on a rectangular grid throughout a cross-section of
the channel (Fig. 17). Each point is assigned a vector, l, of
unit length pointing in a random direction. The particles
are advected and the vectors are stretched according to
the following equations:

dx
dt

= u(x);
dl
dt

=(∇u)T · l; (8.1,8.2)

where x is the position of the point and u is the velocity.
As particles pass a designated cross-section we note the
following parameters assigned to each particle: average
stretching rate, average mixing eMciency, average shear
rate, and residence time.

8.3. Coalescence and breakup computational procedure

Once the particle advection step is completed, the 4rst
step in the Mixing II model is to randomly divide the
initial distribution into a number of smaller distributions.
Each passive particle is assigned one of these smaller
distributions. The axial sections, which are the regions
between the designated cross-sections, are stepped over
in time. The time step is based on the minimum positive
stretching rate. Note that if the stretching rate is small the
amount of length stretch in an interval Yt is small. If the
di8erence between the length at time t and the length at
time t + Yt is smaller than the size discretization used,
the length stretch cannot be resolved. Therefore, a smaller
size discretization or a larger time step is required. The
time step is set according to the minimum stretching rate
and the bin width of the size discretization

Yt=2
ln(bin width)

�̇min

; (8.3)

where, Yt is the time step, �̇min is the minimum stretching
rate, bin width is the size of the bin in the size discretiza-
tion, the factor of 2 being a “safety factor”. An upper
limit is placed on the time step, so that the time step will
not be set by stretching rates which are essentially zero.
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Fig. 18. Overview of the computational procedure used in the Mixing
II model.

Fig. 19. Computational routine for stretching, breakup during )ow,
and breakup at rest.

At each time step drops are split into two groups,
those that can stretch (Ca¿
Cacrit) and those that can-
not (Ca¡
Cacrit) (see Fig. 18). The capillary number,
Ca, is based on the local value of the shear rate, is ob-
tained from the particle advection simulations. A sketch
of the computational procedure for stretching and breakup
is shown in Fig. 19. All threads, and those drops that can
be stretched, are stretched according to Eqs. (5.1) and
(5:2). If after stretching, the resulting thread has R6Rcrit

[calculated from Eq. (4.2)], it will break into the corre-
sponding distribution of drops. Threads which are not be-
ing stretched (those with e�6 0) are treated as threads at
rest. These threads are checked to see if they have been at
rest long enough for breakup to occur, t¿ tbreak. In such
a case, the thread is replaced by the corresponding distri-

Fig. 20. Sketch of computational routine for coalescence for the
Mixing II model.

bution of drops (and satellites). As in Mixing I, the drop
size distributions corresponding to thread breakup at rest
(Tjahjadi et al., 1992) are used.

The computational procedure for coalescence is as fol-
lows (Fig. 20). At each time step, n collisions occur,
where n is the time step divided by the time between col-
lisions. If the time between collisions is greater than the
time step, then a collision does not occur at each time
step. In this case, a collision occurs every i time steps,
where i is the time between collisions divided by the
time step.

For each collision, two drops are chosen at random.
This drop pair is placed in a collision array along with
the time of interaction during which the two drops will
either separate or coalesce (calculated from the equations
in Fig. 2). Also, at each time step all previous collisions
are checked to see if enough time has elapsed for them to
separate or coalesce –t¿ tint. If this is the case, the drop
pair is removed from the collision array and returned to
the appropriate passive particle as a single drop if coa-
lescence occurs or as two drops if separation occurs.

The same computational diMculties encountered in the
4rst model are also encountered in this model. The dis-
tribution of drops and threads is discretized and only the
total number of drops and the total length of threads of
a given size are tracked. Also, the coalescence routine is
only run on a sample of drops, due to the large amounts
of memory and CPU time required to complete the cal-
culations. After the coalescence routine is run the outlet
distribution is readjusted to conserve volume.

One possible improvement on the above coalescence
routine would be to allow the second drop chosen for the
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collision pair to originate from either the same material
point as the 4rst drop or one of the nearest neighbors.
However, there are some implementation problems. For
illustrative purposes, consider a case with two material
points each with a single drop. The drop on material
point A stretches, but the drop on material point B does
not. Eventually, the thread on point A breaks into a large
number of small drops, but there is still only one large
drop on point B. If the maximum number of allowable
drops has been exceeded, a sample must be taken from
each material point. The fraction of drops taken from each
point must be the same. However, only one drop is on
point B and a sample of a single drop cannot be taken.
Therefore, the only way drops can collide with drops
from the nearest neighbors, is if the sampling is not done.
However, as discussed above, sampling is necessary or
the model becomes intractable.

9. Mixing II: results and discussion

A typical simulation begins with randomly dividing the
initial distribution of drops among the passive particles.
Each of these smaller distributions is evolved according
to the computational procedure outlined in the previous
section. After each axial section the total distribution is
written to a 4le. The simulation ends after the last axial
section of the extruder is complete.

Fig. 21 shows the results from a typical simulation.
The average size and the reciprocal of the average
stretch are plotted versus the distance down the extruder.
The distance down the extruder is given in terms of a
length-to-diameter ratio where the length corresponds
to the distance traveled parallel to the screw axis. Also
shown is the actual drop distribution and the stretching
distribution at regular intervals. Initially, the average
size coincides with the reciprocal of the mean stretch,
because mixing is dominated by stretching. The sharp
decreases in both the mean stretch and the average size
coincides with the change in position of the second )ight.
At the beginning of each secondary )ight the stretching
is higher because of the reorientations, so the average
size also decreases at a higher rate.

At zscrew=D ≈ 7, the average size begins to level o8 as
the newly formed drops from breakup are too small to
be deformed. Coalescence also becomes important which
is apparent in the small increase in size over the length
of each secondary )ight. This is most apparent around
zscrew=D ≈ 12–14. At the beginning of each secondary
)ight the large drops formed from coalescence are re-
duced in size again.

Fig. 22 shows the change in the normalized standard
deviation (standard deviation divided by the average size)
over the length of the extruder. Also, shown is the average
length stretch. Initially, the variance follows the average
length stretch, but eventually it begins to deviate. The

Fig. 21. Typical results from the Mixing II model applied to a single
screw extruder. The average size (solid line) and reciprocal length
stretch (dotted line) are plotted versus the distance down the extruder.
Also shown as insets are the drop size and stretching distributions
at regular intervals (�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 5×10−3 N=m,
and �= 60 RPM).

Fig. 22. Typical results from Mixing II applied to a single
screw extruder. The normalized standard deviation (solid line) and
length stretch (dotted line) are plotted versus the distance down
the extruder. The numbers correspond to the those in Fig. 21
(�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 5× 10−3 N=m, and �= 60 RPM).

variance reaches a maximum, decreases, and then begins
to level o8. The decrease in the variance occurs because
the drops at larger sizes can still be stretched, but the
smallest drops cannot. So, as illustrated in Fig. 23, the
lower “bound” of the distribution does not move, but
the upper bound does. This corresponds to a decrease
in the variance.

9.1. Material parameters

The trends in the drop distributions as material param-
eters are varied produces the same results as the Mixing
I model. Fig. 24a and b show the change in the volume
average size as viscosities are varied. An increase in ei-
ther viscosity causes a decrease in the average size. Plot-
ting the data as a function of viscosity ratio shows that
the average size is not a unique function of the viscosity
ratio (Fig. 25). The trends can be explained in terms of
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Fig. 23. Drop size distributions corresponding to the simulation of
Fig. 22. The numbers correspond to those in Fig. 22.

Fig. 24. Results from Mixing II for trends in volume av-
erage size as viscosity of the dispersed phase is varied.
Lines correspond to (a) constant dispersed phase viscosity
(b) constant continuous phase viscosity. Viscosity values used
are �c; �d = 1; 10; 100; 1000 Pa s (�= 5 × 10−3 N=m; �= 0:05 and
�= 60 RPM).

stretching, breakup, and coalescence and it is the same
way as for the Mixing I model (Section 3:2).

The trends in average size for changes in interfacial
tension and volume fraction also match those of the Mix-
ing I model. Fig. 26 illustrates that as interfacial tension

Fig. 25. Data from Fig. 24 replotted as a function of viscosity ratio.
Solid lines correspond to constant �c and dotted lines to constant �d.

Fig. 26. Results from Mixing II model for the trend in
average size of the dispersed phase as surface tension is
varied (—•— volume average size and —×— number size)
(�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 0:05, and �= 60 RPM).

increases the average drop size increases. The trend in
volume fraction is shown in Fig. 27. There is very little
change in the average size as volume fraction varies. So,
the same diMculty in accounting for the e8ect of volume
fraction with the Mixing I model is encountered with the
Mixing II model.

9.2. Fluid mechanical path

In order to examine the e8ect of the )uid mechanical
path on mixing, simulations were run for extruders of
the same total length but with di8erent lengths of the
secondary )ight. By changing the length of the secondary
)ight, the stretching distribution changes, but the shear
rate distribution does not. A decrease in the length of the
secondary )ight corresponds to an increase in the number
of reorientations for an extruder of a given length. As
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Fig. 27. Results from the Mixing II model for the trend
in average size of the dispersed phase as volume fraction is
varied (—•— volume average size and —×— number size)
(�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 5× 10−3 N=m, and �= 60 RPM).

Fig. 28. Results from the Mixing II model for the varia-
tion of the average size for three di8erent lengths of the
secondary )ight. Curve a: l=D= 10 (no reorientations) Curve
b: l=D= 2 (5 orientations) Curve c: l=D= 0:63 (16 reorien-
tations) (�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 5 × 10−3 N=m; �= 0:05,
and �= 60 RPM).

illustrated in Fig. 28, adding reorientations gives higher
stretching values. Three di8erent lengths of the secondary
)ight are used (total extruder length, L=D=10)

• l=D=10 (one continuous )ight) ⇒ no reorientations
• l=D=2 ⇒ 4ve reorientations
• l=D=0:63 ⇒ 16 reorientation

where, l is the length of the secondary )ight.
Curve a in Fig. 28 shows the change in the volume

average size over the length of the extruder (this should be
compared with the reciprocal of the length stretch, shown
in Fig. 29). The volume average size initially follows the
reciprocal of the stretch (shown in Fig. 29), but begins
to deviate as drops reach a size that can no longer be

Fig. 29. Results from the Mixing II model for the variation of
the reciprocal of the length stretch for three di8erent lengths
of the secondary )ight. Curve a: l=D= 10 (no reorientations)
Curve b: l=D= 2 (5 orientations) Curve c: l=D= 0:63 (16 reorien-
tations) (�c = 100 Pa s; �d = 100 Pa s; �= 5 × 10−3 N=m; �= 0:05,
and �= 60 RPM).

deformed. For the case where no reorientations occur, the
drop distribution never reaches a steadystate as it does
for the case of 4ve reorientations and 16 reorientations.

For the case of 16 reorientations the steady state is
reached the fastest, but the steady-state size is the same as
for the case with 4ve reorientations. Therefore, no bene4t
comes with the extra reorientations for a given extruder.
In reality, there is an energy cost associated with each
reorientation. More reorientations require a higher input
of energy, so the extra reorientation would actually be a
detriment rather than a bene4t. Based on this there must
be optimum number of reorientations. For the case pre-
sented in Fig. 28, the optimum appears to be 4ve reori-
entations, because the distribution levels out right at the
end of the extruder. For 16 reorientations, the 4nal size
is reached early on and subsequent reorientations do no
provide any additional bene4t.

Much can be done to correlate the results—e.g. dis-
tribution of average sizes at the exit cross-section—with
)uid mechanical-based parameters, such as the distribu-
tion of exit times and shear rates. Only one example
is shown here. Fig. 30 shows the distribution of shear
rates in the system of Fig. 16; when this distribution is
compared with the distribution of drop sizes over the
cross-section is it seems that large droplets are more
prevalent in the narrow channel. This can be rationalized
easily: coalescence is more likely to occur at lower shear
rates.

10. Summary

Mixing I is based on breaking a mixer into zones
and evolving drop distributions within these zones ac-
cording to the fundamentals of stretching, breakup, and
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Fig. 30. Shear rate distribution across the channel of the extruder. In
general, the narrow part of the channel has a lower shear rate than
the wide part of the channel. Therefore, coalescence is more likely
in this region (�= 60 RPM).

coalescence. Two aspects included in the model, which
had not been considered before are the distribution of
satellite drops produced from breakup of an extended liq-
uid thread and the distribution of stretching values present
in complex )ows.

The division of a mixer into zones is a key assump-
tion upon which the current Mixing I model is based. The
mixer used as an example here, the Banbury mixer, is
broken into zones relatively easily—in fact, many batch
systems fall in this category. A natural question to ask is
what can be done to model other types of mixers where
the division into zones is not as clear, e.g. extruders. Mix-
ing II does not rely on this assumption and it is more
)exible in the sense that it applies to a broader range of
mixer. Mixing II also yields information of the spatial dis-
tribution of drops in the mixer, which is not possible for
Mixing I. However, Mixing II is more computationally
intensive than Mixing I model, because it relies on parti-
cle advection simulations. Trends obtained from Mixing
II are similar to those obtained from Mixing I.

The results from Mixing I were compared to experi-
ments from the literature. Some of these comparisons—
trends in the average size of the dispersed phase as inter-
facial tension was varied—agreed with published data.
Others seemingly disagreed, but were reconciled by look-
ing at the experiments in a di8erent way. It was pointed
out that considering trends in average size as a function
of viscosity ratio is incorrect. Yet, there were model pre-
dictions which could not be compared with experiments;
overemulsi4cation falls in this category (DeRoussel
et al., 2001).
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